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9. Although Renesas Electronics endeavors to improve the quality and reliability of its products, semiconductor products have specific characteristics such as the occurrence of failure at a certain rate and malfunctions under certain use conditions. Further, Renesas Electronics products are not subject to radiation resistance design. Please be sure to implement safety measures to guard them against the possibility of physical injury, and injury or damage caused by fire in the event of the failure of a Renesas Electronics product, such as safety design for hardware and software including but not limited to redundancy, fire control and malfunction prevention, appropriate treatment for aging degradation or any other appropriate measures. Because the evaluation of microcomputer software alone is very difficult, please evaluate the safety of the final products or system manufactured by you.

10. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office for details as to environmental matters such as the environmental compatibility of each Renesas Electronics product. Please use Renesas Electronics products in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations that regulate the inclusion or use of controlled substances, including without limitation, the EU RoHS Directive. Renesas Electronics assumes no liability for damages or losses occurring as a result of your noncompliance with applicable laws and regulations.
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M16C/60 Series and M16C/20 Series
General-purpose Program for Dividing 64 Bits

1. Abstract
This program performs an unsigned division on a 64-bit dividend and a 32-bit divisor using registers.

2. Introduction
This program performs an unsigned division on a 64-bit dividend and a 32-bit divisor using registers. Set the dividend in R3, R1, R2, and R0 beginning with the most significant part, and the divisor in A1 and A0 beginning with the upper half. The quotient and the remainder are output to R3, R1, R2, and R0, and A1 and A0, respectively. The zero divide information is output to the Z flag.
In this program, the dividend is pushed out one bit at a time beginning with the most significant bit as the program creates a dividend for calculation purposes and the divisor is subtracted from that data to get the quotient beginning with the most significant bit. The quotient and the remainder are obtained by repeating this operation as many times as the number of bits in the dividend.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Z</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Quotient and remainder are valid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Quotient and remainder are invalid because division by zero is attempted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subroutine name : DIVIDE64
ROM capacity : 78 bytes
Interrupt during execution : Accepted
Number of stacks used : 8 bytes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register/memory</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Usage condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R0</td>
<td>Lower part of dividend</td>
<td>Lower part of quotient</td>
<td>←</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Upper part of dividend</td>
<td>Upper part of quotient</td>
<td>←</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Middle part of dividend</td>
<td>Middle part of quotient</td>
<td>←</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>Most significant part of dividend</td>
<td>Most significant part of quotient</td>
<td>←</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A0</td>
<td>Lower half of divisor</td>
<td>Lower half of remainder</td>
<td>←</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Upper half of divisor</td>
<td>Upper half of remainder</td>
<td>←</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JYOUYO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Indeterminate</td>
<td>Shift dividend used for calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Indeterminate</td>
<td>Number of shifts performed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z flag</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Zero divide information</td>
<td>←</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Usage precautions
CNT and JYOUYO are allocated in a stack area by configuring stack frames as temporary variable areas in the program. Therefore, the values of CNT and JYOUYO when program execution is completed are indeterminate. The dividend is destroyed as a result of program execution.
3. Flowchart
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4. The example of a reference program

;**********************************************************************************************************
; * M16C General-purpose Programs *
; CPU : M16C *
; **********************************************************************************************************
VromTOP .EQU 0F0000H ; Declares start address of ROM
FBcnst .EQU 001000H ; Assumed FB register value

; Title : Dividing 64 bits
; Outline : Divides 64-bit dividend by 32-bit divisor
; Input : --------------------------------------- > Output:
; R0 (Lower part of dividend) R0 (Lower part of quotient)
; R1 (Upper part of dividend) R1 (Upper part of quotient)
; R2 (Middle part of dividend) R2 (Middle part of quotient)
; R3 (Most significant part of dividend) R3 (Most significant part of quotient)
; A0 (Lower half of divisor) A0 (Lower half of remainder)
; A1 (Upper half of divisor) A1 (Upper half of remainder)
; Stack amount used: 8 bytes
; Notes : Division by zero is returned by Z flag.
; R3R1R2R0 ÷ A1A0 = R3R1R2R0 remainder A1A0
;=================================================================================

.SECTION PROGRAM, CODE
.ORG VromTOP ; ROM area
.FB FBcnst ; Assumes FB register value
DIVIDE64:
;
; Declaration of temporary variables ;
;=================================================================================
JYOUYO .EQU -6 ; Used for remainder calculation
CNT .EQU -1 ; Shift count counter
ENTER #6 ; Sets stack frame
MOV.W #0,JYOUYO[FB] ; Initializes remainder area
MOV.W #0,JYOUYO+2[FB];
MOV.B #0,JYOUYO+4[FB];
CMP.W #0,A0;
JNE DIVIDE64_10;
CMP.W #0,A1;
JEQ DIVIDE64exit; --> Division by zero
DIVIDE64_10:
MOV.B #64,CNT[FB]; Sets number of shifts performed
; (64 times)
DIVIDE64_20:
; SHL.W #1,R0 ; Pushes divided and carry quotient
ROLC.W R2;
ROLC.W R1;
ROLC.W R3;
ROLC.W JYOUYO[FB]; Creates dividend
ROLC.W JYOUYO+2[FB];
ROLC.B JYOUYO+4[FB];
SUB.W A0,JYOUYO[FB]; Subtracts divisor
SBB.W A1,JYOUYO+2[FB];
SBB.B #0,JYOUYO+4[FB];
BMC 0,R0 ; Sets quotient
JC DIVIDE64_30; --> Subtraction of divisor succeeded
ADD.W    A0, JYOUYO[FB] ; Restored to original data because
        ; subtraction of divisor failed
ADC.W    A1, JYOUYO+2[FB] ;
ADCF.B   JYOUYO+4[FB] ;
DIVIDE64_30:
        ;
ADJNZ.B  #-1, CNT[FB], DIVIDE64_20 ; ---> Executes next digit
MOV.W    JYOUYO[FB], A0 ; Sets lower half of remainder
MOV.W    JYOUYO+2[FB], A1 ; Sets upper half of remainder
FCLR Z ; Division succeeded
DIVIDE64exit:
        ;
    EXITD ; Clears stack frame
    ;
    .END
5. Reference

SOFTWARE MANUAL
M16C/60 M16C/20 Series SOFTWARE MANUAL
(Acquire the most current version from Renesas web-site)

6. Web-site and contact for support

Renesas Web-site

http://www.renesas.com

Contact for Renesas technical support

Mail to: support_apl@renesas.com
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Keep safety first in your circuit designs!

1. Renesas Technology Corporation puts the maximum effort into making semiconductor products better and more reliable, but there is always the possibility that trouble may occur with them. Trouble with semiconductors may lead to personal injury, fire or property damage. Remember to give due consideration to safety when making your circuit designs, with appropriate measures such as (i) placement of substitutive, auxiliary circuits, (ii) use of nonflammable material or (iii) prevention against any malfunction or mishap.
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